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Cirque Glidepoint Touchpad Range 

Part codes:  Cirque Easy Cat.  M-C-EC-USB, (M-C-EC-PS2) 
Cirque Smart Cat.  M-C-SC-USB, (M-C-SC-PS2) 
Cirque Smart Cat Pro. M-C-SCP-USB (M-C-SCP-PS2) 
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Description 

Smart Cat Pro® AG Touchpad 

The Smart Cat Pro® combines all the power of a top-of-the-line mouse with the unrivalled comfort and 
durability of a touchpad with intelligent software, one-touch scroll and zoom, and distinctive sounds for each 
operation. Additionally, four unique, programmable hotlinks independently execute programs/commands, 
open files, control browser functions, assign (toggle) mouse actions and control cursor modes. 

Functionality 

 Multi-finger Advanced Gestures available: scroll, zoom, rotate and more  

 Execute, browse at the touch of a finger  

 Zoom reduces or enlarges Office documents  

 Scroll moves horizontally & vertically  

 Right tap mimics a mouse right-click  

 GlideExtend® virtually eliminates the edge of the pad when dragging  

 Adjustable sounds, speed, sensitivity and orientation  

Product Highlights 

 4 programmable hotlinks  

 Extra-large touch surface  

 Easy-to-find textured "right" click area  

 One-touch scroll, zoom and surf  
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 3 mechanical buttons supported  

 Withstands spills and abuse  

 USB or PS2 connectivity  

 

Smart Cat® AG Touchpad 

The Cirque Smart Cat® adds comfort plus performance to computer control with an extra-large touch 
surface, intelligent software, one-touch scroll and zoom, and distinctive sounds for each operation. Basic 
mouse functions are a snap. Simply access right-clicks by tapping a finger in the touchpad’s upper right 
corner, and quickly activate vertical/horizontal scrolling as well as magnification tools by gliding a finger 
along the touchpad edges. 

Functionality 

 Multi-finger Advanced Gestures available: scroll, zoom, rotate and more  

 Execute, browse at the touch of a finger  

 Zoom reduces or enlarges Office documents  

 Scroll moves horizontally & vertically  

 Right tap mimics a mouse right-click  

 GlideExtend® virtually eliminates the edge of the pad when dragging  

 Adjustable sounds, speed, sensitivity and orientation  

Product Highlights 

 Extra-large touch surface  

 Easy-to-find textured "right" click area  

 One-touch scroll, zoom and surf  

 3 mechanical buttons supported  

 Withstands spills and abuse  

 USB or PS2 connectivity  

 

Easy Cat® AG Touchpad 

The Cirque Easy Cat® AG touchpad makes it easier and more comfortable than ever to control your 
computer. To perform basic mouse functions, simply glide your finger over the smooth surface to point, then 
tap on the pad or press on the buttons to click or activate vertical scroll by simply gliding a finger along the 
right edge of the touchpad. Use an easy cat, instead of a traditional mouse and your wrists will thank you. 
Easy Cat’s compact size makes it a perfect travelling companion for your laptop. 

Functionality 

 Multi-finger Advanced Gestures available: scroll, zoom, rotate and more 

 Right tap mimics a mouse right click  

 Scroll moves vertically  

 GlideExtend® virtually eliminates the edge of the pad when dragging 

http://www.cirque.com/technologies/gesturesSolutions.aspx
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Product Highlights 

 Small and portable  

 Withstands spills and abuse  

 Thin and comfortable design  

 Easy-to-find textured "right" click area  

 USB or PS2 connectivity  

GlidePoint® Technology - Cirque’s capacitive touch technology provides complete navigation control of any 
graphical interface, packed in a space-saving, low-friction, durable mouse alternative. GlidePoint’s 
sophisticated sensor system quickly responds to precise finger movements. 

Dimensions:  

Easy Cat 

Device Area 68.6 x 86.4 x 12.7 mm  (2.7 x 3.4 x 0.5 inches)  

Touch Area 61 x 43.2 mm  (2.4 x 1.7 inches)  

Tap Zones 2  

Touch Force Active on touch alone - No contact pressure required. Sensitivity adjustable with driver  

 

Smart Cat 

Device Area 101.6 x 111.8 x 10.2 mm  (4.0 x 4.4 x 0.4 inches)  

Touch Area 76.2 x 53.3 mm  (3.0 x 2.1 inches)  

Buttons 
4 Mechanical Buttons providing 

3 Unique Button Actions 
*The two small side buttons perform the same action  

Tap Zones 2  

Touch Force Active on touch alone - No contact pressure required. Sensitivity adjustable with driver  

 

Smart Cat Pro 

Device Area 101.6 x 111.8 x 10.2 mm (4.0 x 4.4 x 0.4 inches)  

Touch Area 63.5 x 53.3 mm (2.5 x 2.1 inches)  

Buttons 
4 Mechanical Buttons providing 

3 Unique Button Actions 
*The two small side buttons perform the same action  

Tap Zones 2  

Touch Force Active on touch alone - No contact pressure required. Sensitivity adjustable with driver  

 


